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5.

For form assistance, please first ensure you are using Adobe. If the problem persists, please call the Classification 
and Compensation team at 720-913-5714 or email compensation@denvergov.org.

CC03.09 

Job Analysis Questionnaire 

To use this form, you MUST have Adobe installed on your computer. 

The questionnaire is to be completed by the employee whose position is being evaluated.

Please ensure your answers are concise, exact, and essential to the questions asked because this information will 
be used to classify your position correctly. If you run out of space, please attach additional documentation. 

Describe your position as it exists today, not as it was in the past or how it might be in the future.

Include enough information, and the level of physical demand, so that someone who is not familiar with your 
position can gain a clear idea of the duties and responsibilities involved in performing your work.

Avoid using abbreviations, ambiguous phrases, and technical terminology that may make reading your responses 
difficult or confusing to the reader.  Refer to other people by their job title and not by their name.

Complete the questionnaire by signing on page 8. Email your completed questionnaire to your supervisor for 
review and approval.

Copying and pasting from a classification specification in order to complete the Job Analysis Questionnaire may 
result in the audit being dismissed, completed as a no change, and/or be hindered from a timely completion. Please 
use your own words to describe your position's specific duties.

6.

7.

 Supervisor Instructions

Before completing this form, first save a copy to your computer. Then, close out the web browser and open the 
newly saved document in Adobe. DO NOT COMPLETE THIS FORM IN A WEB BROWSER.

You must utilize the e-signature field and complete the form electronically using Adobe. If you are using any other 
program aside from Adobe, this form will not work correctly. 

To utilize the e-signature field for the first time: Click on the field that is designated for your signature. Adobe will ask 
you to set up your signature. Follow the Adobe wizard instructions. The e-signature information will be saved on your 
computer for future use with Adobe forms.

Employee Instructions

Employee Name

Classification and Compensation 
201 W. Colfax Ave  Dept 412 

Denver, CO  80202 
Compensation@denvergov.org
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1.

2.

Review the employee's completed questionnaire. If you do not agree with the duties being described by the 
employee, please work with the employee to remedy any discrepancies before submitting to Classification & 
Compensation for review.

Email completed and signed questionnaire to: compensation@denvergov.org.

If you have questions or concerns, please contact your Class/Comp Analyst for additional information.

1.

2.



 Position # Name 
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Division

Date New Duties Assigned 

Essential Function #1 % of Time 

Phone #

General Information 

Employee ID 

Department/Agency  

Classification Job Title/Code 

Supervisor Name 

Supervisor Classification Title 

Your highest level of education    Field of Study 

General Statement of Duties and Responsibilities 
Please describe the basic function of your position. This statement should provide a thorough and 
concise description of the work you perform.

Essential Functions 
Essential functions are the fundamental, crucial job duties performed in a position. They do not include marginal 
functions which are extra or incidental duties. A function is essential when the position exists to perform that function 
and without performing the function, the job would not need to exist. Each statement should be no more than a 
couple of paragraphs focused on outcomes and a description of the work you perform within the essential duty. 
Indicate the amount of time spent doing each essential function (total must not exceed 100%). 

Describe up to 5 essential functions of your position and provide specific examples.  Please do not list an essential 
function that is performed less than 10% of your time.

Classification and Compensation 
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Level of Physical Demand:



Essential Function #2
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Specific Example of Essential Function #2 

Essential Function #3 

% of Time 

% of Time 

Specific Example of Essential Function #1 

Classification and Compensation 
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Level of Physical Demand:

Level of Physical Demand:



Essential Function #5

% of Time 
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Essential Function #4

Specific Example of Essential Function #3 

 Specific Example of Essential Function #4 

% of Time 
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Level of Physical Demand:

Level of Physical Demand:
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Specific Example of Essential Function #5

Miscellaneous Functions % of Time

 Specific Examples of Miscellaneous Functions  
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Other duties performed less than 10% of the time that are essential.



Level of Decision Making & Problem Solving 

Describe an example of an issue or problem you would take to your supervisor. 

CC03.09 

Questionnaire
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Provide an example of your independent decision making.
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Program Responsibilities
Are you responsible for (or work within) a program? A program is a specialized area with specific components that include 
its own policies, procedures, goals, objectives, budget, and tasks that distinguish it from the main body of an agency/
department. A program may complement the core goals and objectives of an agency/department, but it is separate from 
the functional areas that support the core goals and objectives. Please describe your role within the program and your 
responsibilities.

Project Responsibilities
Are you responsible for projects that have short-term or long-term impacts to your organization? Please describe your 
projects that impact policies and procedures, require strategic planning and analysis, require building complex models, 
eliminate waste, improve business processes, or solve undefined problems.



Supervision Exercised 
Do you supervise (job duties involve general scheduling, prioritization, and review of work)? 
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Lead-worker Level - Performs permanently assigned 
lead-work over a group of employees. Provides input for 
personnel decisions such as hiring, terminations, 
performance evaluation, and discipline.

Supervisor Level - Supervises two or more employees. 
Recommends personnel actions such as hiring, 
terminations, discipline, performance evaluations, and 
pay changes.

Manager level - Supervises supervisors, lead workers, and individual 
contributors. Has approval-level input concerning personnel actions 
such as hiring, terminations, discipline, performance evaluations, and 
pay changes. Responsible for assessing the needs of and planning for 
a specific functional unit or work group.

Director level - Has approval-level input 
concerning as hiring, terminations, discipline, 
performance changes. Responsible for assessing 
the needs of and department or functional area.

Executive level - Responsible for assessing 
the needs of and planning for an entire 
division, multiple functional areas, and/or an 
entire agency/department.

No, I do not supervise.

How many employees do you directly supervise?

Please list the titles and describe the work performed by each of the jobs you supervise. Indicate how many employees are 
in each of the classifications.

201 W. Colfax Ave  Dept 412 
Denver, CO  80202 

Compensation@denvergov.org

 Classification and Compensation

Financial Management 
Are you responsible for a budget? Total Budget 

Are you responsible for allocating funds and making financial expenditures? $ Limit 



Are you responsible for financial authorizations? $ Limit 
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Office of Human Resources Questionnaire Job Findings Agreement 

I attest that the responsibilities described in this questionnaire are a true and accurate representation of the current, 
permanently assigned job responsibilities. Please utilize the e-signature fields to electronically sign.

Employee Signature Supervisor Signature

SUPERVISOR SECTION

Please provide any additional information you feel was not addressed in a previous section. 
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